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SURCHARGE

FROM NGAIO GIDDINGS
With the continued use of the forme in its,original state, the surcharges
were much clearer and less heavily inked.
Mr. M. Webster of the Auckland
Philatelic society has pointed out that in this state, the "C's" in the 5th
vertical row have another "top-knot" flaw at the top right edge of the "C".
This was hidden by the over-inking, originally.
The other flaws - Row 1/2,
shaved serif; Row 1/7, dot above the bar~; Row 2/7, dot to the right of
the top of the 4; Row 7/6, dot to the left of the 1; Row 7/9 dot to the
lower left of the 1; Row 9/5, dot below the C; Row 9/7, dot to the left
of the top bar and smudges about Row 8/3 and Row 8/6 persisted.
All the above flaws, except that of Row 1/2 were removed and the flaws in
1st. vertical row as well, before the forme in its second state was used.
However, in this second state two new flaws developed, that at Row 4/5 in
tail of the "1" already mentioned and another at Row 10/7 where the serif
only half its proper length.
There is also a small dot below the "COO in
1/4.
A little of the doubling in the ,10th vertical row remains.
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So far, sheets from Plates 3A2A2A2A2A and 3B2B2B2B2B reprint with two dots,
only, have been used with the 1st and 2nd states of the forme.
The 3rd State of the Forme
This has now appeared on sheets from Plate
4B2B2B2B2B repr1nt w1th three dots. So far (early Dec. 1979) no surcharged
sheets from Plate 4A2A2A2A2A reprint with three dots have been seen, orders
for them having been declined by Wanganui.
All the above flaws of the 1st and 2nd states have been.removed except,
strange to say, for the "to -knot" flaws at Row 6/5, 7/5 and 8 5 as appeared
in the 5th vertica row of t e or1g1na pr1nt1ng.
T ere are a few very small
dots and smUdges which could be temporary.
There is a change in the obliteration of the sheet value in that where there used to be two or three vert1cal
bars at the right of the obliteration, there is now an empty space.
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ROSE REPRINTS WITH 2 DOTS

There is a minor change in the method of perforating.
It is now done by a
double comb perforation head moving horizontally from left to right, the "B"
sheet in tandem to the left of the "A" sheet with the left selvedge of the
"B" sheets not perforated across - as in the original printings.
However,
the perf machine guide holes in the top and bottom se1vedges of the "B"
sheets have reappeared.
There is, however, a new change.
The top selvedge
of both the "A" and "B" sheets is erforated vertica11.
Most of the
or~g~na1 f aws st~
appear apart from a ew m~nor scratches.
THE

"10~

QUEEN IN BLUE FRAME"

Sheets from Plates 4A2A(4) and 4B2B(4) reprint with three dots have recently
appeared.
A noticeable difference is the much darker appearance of the
Queen's portrait.
The only change is in the black cylinders and the printing
is very carefully done.
As in the 3A and 3B reprints with three dots, none
of the side se1vedges are perforated across.
Minor new flaws

Plate 4A2A(4) - Row 7/7, a light vertical scratch down the

CIieel<"

Plate 4B2B(4) - Row 5/2, the blue flaw in the right arm of
~ is larger than it was in Plate 3B2B(4)
Row 8/8, a pale scratch down the face
~ O , the dark spots below the pearl and
to the left of the neck are not as apparent
Most of the other coloured cylinder flaws remain.
NEW ZEALAND CHALONS
Preliminary plans are apparently in hand towards Volume VII of "The Postage
Stamps of New Zealand" to be published by the R.P.S.N.Z. under the co-editorship of Marce1 Stan1ey and Ken McNaught.
Apparently it is proposed to
devote the volume to the Full Face Queens issues 1855 to 1873, with associated
postal history and will also extend back into the pre-stamp period of the
Maori wars.
This is good news.
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(b) SG.119 4d. !tlse~12~ star wateJ:mark I.oII'ely copy with fairly good
centrmg, art&)
( ear) ilIarldliij ~s over the face.
'1lJe big
feature here is the gorgeous deep oolour.
A tIx>:roughly nice stanp ......
(c) SG.135 6d. Blue, perf 12~ star wateJ:mark Nice lightly rnatked copy on
very clean cover to Bnstol'"dlrutchUrd'i duplex [E.l7. 72.
Not often
seen on cover - a beautiful item
..

$135.00

502 (a) FIRST SIIEFJ\CES in good "ocmrercial" used (by the latter we rrean - we'11
swear bY the postmarl<s .mi.ch am generally clean and clear). A full set.
ld. (Cla); 2d. (C2a); 3d. (C3a); 4d. (C4d); 6d. (C5a); 1/- (C6a); 2/and 5/-. '1lJe 2/- has a slightly untidy postJnaJ:l< - the 5/- is out of this
'WOrld. '1lJe hard-to-ocItp1ete set
.

$900.00

503 (a) SlOCl:lID SIIEFJ\CES - AI:SCN
1d. Value - 2nd or 3id setting.
In Red - three different - fine ••••••••
In Mauve - three different
..
(b) 2d. Value - 'IhJ:ee different in Red
..
In Mauve - three different
.
In Green - fine single
..
(c) 4d. Value - In B:rown - a nice copy.
(Specify the advert you want - you
ooUld be 1u::ky even tlx>ugli'""Stocks am strictly 1iJni.ted) ••••••••••••••••••
504

5~5

$300.00

$5.50
$5.50
$4.00
$4.00
$8.00
$6.00

a) 1898 PIcroRIAL, E14d 6d. Kiwi Red on "Lisbon Superfine" paper (no Wllk) •
In blOCk of fOur m an amazingly pale shade.
I t is a "!tlse" shade, rather
than a "Red" - nearly fooled us - sate light hinging, but a supem oontrast
whatever you already have

$150.00

a) S18c, 6d. Silver Jubilee (1935)
ment ~tem

$125.00

Supem in mint block of four - an invest-

